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Overview

The web threat landscape has evolved: drive-by download 
attacks have lost their firepower

Cryptominers everywhere! Altcoins and web technologies make 
mining in the browser viable

In-browser mining a replacement for ads? Not so far, based on 
the overwhelming majority of malicious instances



Struggling browser exploit kits



Typical drive-by download scenario
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Exploit Kits (EKs) were once a dreaded threat
•Constant influx of zero-days in Internet Explorer, Flash Player
•Large scale malvertising attacks on top publishers



The decline of Internet Explorer and Flash Player

Worldwide. Source: statcounter.com Worldwide. Source: w3techs.com



Major players taken out of business



Source code leaks, copycats
•RIG EK reseller leaks the source code on Twitter
•Sundown EK and Neptune EK dumps become public
•Copycats everywhere



Malware distributors show frustration with EKs



EKs getting a second life in 2018

•Several 0 days, PoCs and weaponization

•Old and new EKs active
• RIG EK

• GrandSoft EK

• Magnitude EK

• GreenFlash Sundown EK

• KaiXin EK

• Underminer EK

• Fallout EK



New coins and technologies



Cryptomining takes off in a big way
•The value of cryptocurrencies increased 
dramatically in 2017
•New cryptocurrencies (Altcoins) allow mining with 
standard PCs
•Newer digital currencies offer more anonymity
•In 2017, W3C develops WebAssembly that can run 
code to run at native speed within the browser

Cryptocurrencies are a digital asset produced by mining, a process intensive 
operation that adds transaction records to a public ledger called the 
blockchain. The most famous cryptocurrency is called Bitcoin. 



Example of in-browser miner: Coinhive

•Browser-based miner API for Monero (XMR)

•Lets you monetize traffic to your website

•Takes 30% commission

•Took old idea and brought it to the masses

•Became very popular immediately (TPB)
•Was abused almost overnight



Drive-by mining (cryptojacking)
Drive-by mining is an automated and platform agnostic technique that abuses the CPU 
of visitors to a website to mine for cryptocurrency without their consent.
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The Pirate Bay ‘incident’ that started it all











High profile cases and campaigns



High profile cases



Drupalgeddon campaigns
•Critical vulnerabilities found during Spring 2018 for Drupal 7.x and 8.x
•Exploited for malicious cryptomining both server and client sides



Mass Mikrotik Routers compromise

https://www.trustwave.com/Resources/SpiderLabs-Blog/Mass-MikroTik-Router-Infection-%E2%80%93-First-we-cryptojack-Brazil,-then-we-take-the-World-/



Odd observations from the wild



Tech support scammers: Fake BSOD & Coinhive



One website, 9 web miners!



AuthedMine and Coinhive on the same site??!?



Evasion and persistence techniques



Blacklist evasion
•Domains or IP blacklists can be defeated using proxies
•Cloud services (AWS, Google, etc.) are free and disposable infrastructure to hide



CPU evasion
•Keeping CPU below threshold
•Making sure only one instance of 
the miner is running



String obfuscation



Popunder or how to mine longer
•Popunder activates with user click and hides under the taskbar
•Closing browser windows does not close the popunder
•Mining continues until browser process is terminated



Legitimate uses of in-browser mining



Coinhive versus AuthedMine

Source: Malwarebytes telemetry between Aug 26 and Sept 23 2018



The ad replacement argument

•Browser-based mining is less lucrative than thought

•Few hundred dollars/day for popular torrent sites*

•Ad networks double dip with ads and Coinhive **

•Even opt-in mining can be abused 

*https://arxiv.org/pdf/1808.09474.pdf
**https://www.trustwave.com/Resources/SpiderLabs-Blog/%E2%80%9CDon-t-Mine-Me%E2%80%9D-%E2%80%93-Coinhive/



Legitimate in-browser mining: a long road ahead
•Browser-based mining could be an alternative to ads if done properly

•Explicit consent
•Respect of user resources (moderate CPU usage)

•Changing the negative perception will require top web mining services to adapt their 
business model
•Value of cryptocurrencies weighs heavily on in-browser mining as a stable revenue source 
for publishers



Summary

Drive-by mining emerged as cryptocurrencies gained value and 
web technologies improved

Attackers are opportunistic (i.e. newly found vulnerabilities) 
and are going for larger targets

Criminals have fully engaged in evasion techniques and current 
defenses are inadequate



Questions?


